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Welcome

Just a few highlights of the many new 
products in the Korum range for 2010...
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Korum coNsumer catalogue

Hello and welcome to the Korum 2010 Consumer Catalogue – 

your guide to the very best in modern coarse fishing equipment. 

In this 58-page guide, you will learn everything you need to know 

about the latest Korum tackle and how it can benefit your fishing. 

From new rods and reels, to intelligent luggage systems and 

terminal tackle, the 2010 Korum range has been taken to new 

levels to help you improve your fishing.

And whilst the gear has progressed to new levels, so has Korum 

as the brand designed to help you catch more fish. We wanted to 

continue this theme with this year’s tackle brochure, providing a 

range of invaluable tactical tips from our experienced consultancy 

team in articles you won’t get to read anywhere else.

On page 20 you can discover everything you need to know 

about waggler fishing from UK specimen hunter, Duncan 

Charman, whilst top all-rounder and angling coach Chris Ponsford 

reveals how you can double your catch rate by trying the Method 

feeder on page 28.

On page 52 meanwhile, big fish ace Julian Chidgey shows you 

how to get the best from PVA bags, whilst river expert Ade Kiddell 

shows you why feeder fishing is one of the greatest ways to bag up 

on page 42.

We’ve also got advice from anglers such as Stuart Jupp and 

Dai Gribble – two of the UK’s best all-rounders – along with plenty 

of useful information on how our products can make you a more 

efficient angler.

So read on and enjoy. We’re sure you’ll find the 2010 Korum 

Consumer Catalogue an enjoyable read.

the Korum team
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sInGlE whEEl barrow
We’ve tried to make transporting 
your tackle easier than ever, with a 
new barrow system that’s perfect 
for modern coarse fishing. It’s strong, 
stable, and easy to push along. 
Everything you need to stay mobile.

KXI rEEls
These new freespin reels are perfect 
for UK specimen fishing and will cope 
with everything from big river barbel to 
gravel pit tench, bream and carp.

Itm rovInG baG
As you will have come to expect from 
Korum, we’ve added some exciting  
new items of luggage to the ITM range 
to give you, the angler, an optimum 
range of choices.

Xl QuIcKstops
Recognising the popularity of 
Quickstops, but also recognising their 
limitations, we’ve developed stronger, 
larger versions for 2010 for use with 
boilies, large pellets and meat.JU
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JuliaN chidgey

The

Power
of PVA

No other product has aided 
bait presentation to the extent 
that PVA has. Whether aiming 
to present a small parcel of bait 
in a weedy swim for carp; a 
stringer of pellets in a pacy river 
swim for barbel, or a stick of 
groundbait for tench and bream, 
PVA is the versatile answer to 
many diffi cult baiting situations. 

Just a quick look in your 
local tackle shop will confi rm 
its popularity, with dozens 
of products available. As a 
massive PVA fan myself, I have 
spent a lot of time trying various 
bags, mesh, string and thread, 
and I believe that in the two 
sizes of mesh tube offered by 
Korum, I have fi nally found a ‘do 
it all’ PVA product. 

So why are these products so 
good? Unlike much of the PVA 
on the market, the Korum mesh 
is made from a unique anti-
ladder material that can take 
abuse from rough hands without falling to pieces before it even 
gets near the water! The high 
quality PVA works in all water 

temperatures, whilst its fi ne 
mesh construction allows the 
use of even the smallest crushed 
baits or fi ne ground bait mixes. 
What’s more, the central tube 
on which the PVA is mounted 
is splayed at the top, to allow 
bait to be easily funneled in. 
The tube also comes in a small 
carry case which protects the 
PVA from moisture, and can also 
hold the supplied baiting needle, 
and compressor stick.

PVA for all
Many anglers view PVA as a 

specialist item – the preserve of 
long stay carpers tucked away 
in a bivvy, as opposed to the 
everyday angler. But nothing 
could be further from the truth. 
With a little thought, I’m sure this 
product could improve your day-
to-day fi shing. 

My personal favourite PVA 
setup revolves around the use 
of a very traditional bait – the 
humble maggot, which is often 
overlooked in modern angling. 
With many anglers preferring  

pellets, meat and boilies, these 
grubs often produce a reaction 
when all else fails. Their lively 
action stimulates fi sh into 
feeding activity in a way that 
static baits don’t, and every 
species from the smallest roach 
to the largest carp will fall foul of 
their charms. It means you will 
never have to wait long for your 
next bite, which is exactly how I 
like my fi shing!

To make the most of the 
universal appeal of the maggot, 
I use a very simple running 
ledger setup incorporating a 
Korum running clip mounted on 
6lb main line. I normally begin 
my session with a 1oz fl at lead, 
stepping up or down to suit 
prevailing conditions on the day. 
The running clip is stopped by a 
Buffer Bead, below which sits a 
12 inch hooklength of 10lb braid 
attached to the main line using 
a swivel covered by a Korum 
anti-tangle sleeve. On the end 
of this sits a size 14 S4 hook 
onto which I mount a couple 
of maggots. If a barbless hook 

rule is in place at the venue that 
I’m fi shing, I will always tip the 
hookbait with one of the ultra-
realistic, soft plastic maggots to 
stop the lively critters wriggling 
off the hook!  

I match this setup to my 
favourite rod, the Korum Multi-
Feeder, and a Korum KXi50 
free spin reel. I fi nd this set up 
gives a great balance which still 
provides good sport from our 
smaller species, yet gives me 
enough power to tame a hard 
fi ghting carp or tench should 
I be lucky enough for one to 
come along! 

Coming from a specialist 
angling background, I often use 
two different outfi ts to cover 
different parts of the swim, but 
this rig is also the perfect setup 
for use as a ‘sleeper’ outfi t 
resting on a Korum KBI bite 
alarm, whilst you fi sh the fl oat 
or pole. 

Accuracy pays
Having found an area that I 

wish to fi sh, I tie a simple  

Name: Julian Chidgey
BacKgrouNd: Julian is currently one of Britain’s most successful big fish anglers. He’s the 2010 Drennan Specimen Cup winner, and has a seriously impressive string of very big fish of all species to his name. Jules is also regarded as one of the best predator anglers in the UK today.toP tiP: Julian puts a lot of importance in watercraft, taking time to search around a venue to find the species of fish he’s looking for. He recommends looking for areas that provide cover for fish, or weedbeds that may be full of natural food. Putting your rods out in the right place makes a huge difference!

Julian Chidgey looks at how you can enjoy a mixed bag of coarse fi sh using one of modern angling’s most prolifi c methods
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iNtelligeNt tacKle maNagemeNt

To complement the 
outstanding design, 
we use only the best 
possible materials to 
construct our luggage, 
ensuring that they are not 
only highly practical, but 
will give years of service.

What’s more, our Tackle 
and Rig Manager boxes 
are designed to fit neatly 
inside all our luggage, 
providing you with the 
tackle you need to 
become a more efficient 
and organised angler.

35cm
width

18cm
depth

6.
5c

m
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rIG manaGEr  
– FullY loadEd
The ideal rig making box. Shallow profile 
designed to hold one Maxi Rig Board or 
two Rig Boards, and rig-making gear. 
■■   Ideal for small rig accessories 
■■ Compatible with Rig Boards and  
Maxi Rig Boards

Includes 

■■ 6 x Four Compartment Accessory 
Boxes 

■■ 2 x Magnetic Hook Boxes
■■ 2 x Rig Boards with Pins

maXI rIG manaGEr 
– FullY loadEd
Designed to accommodate the double-
sided Maxi Rig Board (supplied), and 
deep enough to hold a huge amount of 
terminal tackle, including upright spools. 
Ideal for the carp or specialist angler 
looking for the perfect rig making and 
tackle storage box. 

■■ Deep enough to take spools, PVA 
dispensers and swimfeeders

■■ Supplied with a Maxi Rig Board, ideal 
for longer rigs

Includes

■■ 1 x Maxi Rig Board and Pins
■■ 1 x Rig Board and Pins
■■ 2 x Magnetic Hook Boxes
■■ 6 x 4 Compartment Accessory Boxes 

maXI rIG manaGEr
Designed to accommodate the double-
sided Maxi Rig Board (supplied), and 
deep enough to hold a huge amount of 
terminal tackle, including upright spools. 
Ideal for the carp or specialist angler 
looking for the perfect rig making and 
tackle storage box.
■■ Deep enough to take spools, PVA 
dispensers and swimfeeders

■■ Supplied with a Maxi Rig Board, ideal 
for longer rigs

rIG manaGEr
Shallow profile designed to hold one 
Maxi Rig Board or two Rig Boards,  
and rig-making gear.
■■ Ideal for small rig accessories, making 
it the perfect rig-making box

■■ Compatible with Rig Boards  
and Maxi Rig Boards

35cm
width

18cm
depth

5.
5c
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Tackle not included

Tackle not included
Tackle not included

tacKlE manaGEr
The basis of the ITM system, the Tackle Manager is 
designed to accommodate all of your terminal tackle, 
including PVA dispensers, spools and swimfeeders.
■■ Deep profile, ideal for storing bulky items
■■ Compatible with all accessory boxes and rig boards
■■ Removable partitions allow you to customize  
the layout

■■ Positive latch closure and stainless steel hinges
Includes 

■■ 2 x Four Compartment Accessory Boxes 
■■ 2 x Spool Cases

35cm
width

18cm
depth

9c
m
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t

Itm tool boX
No more losing those essential tools! 
Magnetic storage device which comes 
complete with scissors, safety needle, 
stick needle, stringer needle, gated 
needle and drill.

Itm rIG tracK
The ultimate rig storage solution. Fully 
adjustable to suit different length rigs. 
Complete with spare pegs for the 
unique peg track. A must have item.

Tackle not included

Korum’s ranGE oF IntEllIGEnt tacKlE 
manaGEmEnt rucKsacKs and baGs arE wIdElY 
rEGardEd as marKEt lEadErs In both QualItY 
and InnovatIon. Each baG has bEEn dEsIGnEd 
to bE as FunctIonal as possIblE, KEEpInG Your 
GEar sEcurE and ImmEdIatElY to hand.

NEW
2010

AUTUMNFOR

NEW
2010

AUTUMNFOR

Compatible with Maxi and 
standard Rig Managers

Compatible with Maxi and 
standard Rig Managers
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luggageitm Boxes aNd accessories

I.t.m. soFt boX
Designed around the same dimensions 
as all of our tackle boxes, bait tubs, 
rucksacks and bags, they fit perfectly, 
keeping all of these difficult to store 
items safe and totally secure. Use them 
to store everything from leads to bite 
alarms, as the clear lids mean you can 
instantly find what you are looking for.
■■ Designed to protect delicate  
terminal tackle

■■ Moveable internal dividers
■■ Reinforced wall construction
■■ Extra strong three-sided zip
■■ Available in small, medium and large

rucKbaG / rucKbaG Xl
Since its introduction in 2008 the 
Ruckbag has taken the market by 
storm as anglers have recognised the 
significant advantages of this design 
compared to a traditional rucksack. Lay 
the ruckbag on the ground and open 
the main zip and all your tackle comes 
immediately to hand, no longer will you 
be rooting around for what you need in 
the bottom of a rucksack! 
The ergonomically designed harness 
system means the Ruckbag can be 
carried long distances in total comfort 

like a traditional rucksack, but on the 
bank the harness sits off the ground, 
staying clean and easily to hand. With 
its EVA protective base the Ruckbag 
can be laid out on the bank protected 
from mud and dirt, keeping your gear 
clean and safe. 
The Ruckbag has also been designed 
to be compatible with all Korum chairs, 
thanks to the clever attachment 
system, allowing you to carry your chair 
on your back for the ultimate in mobility.

35cm
width

25cm
depth

48
cm
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Standard Ruckbag

35cm
width

32cm
depth

48
cm
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XL Ruckbag

Clips on your 
Korum chair

XL Rucksack Standard Rucksack
FREE Korum Rig Manager 
with the Standard Rucksack

FREE Korum Rig Manager

FREE Korum Rig Manager

50cm
width

35cm
depth

60
cm
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XL Rucksack

33cm
width

20cm
depth

56
cm
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Standard Rucksack

rucKsacK / Xl rucKsacK
The original Korum Rucksack was 
consistently voted best small rucksack 
by the angling press, and now it is joined 
for 2010 by the XL version for the angler 
who needs even more capacity.
Designed around our ITM tackle 
box system, the pocket sizes and 
locations have been designed to 
give a logical layout to all your gear, 
keeping everything to hand. The full 
strap systems make them incredibly 
comfortable to carry, even when  
fully loaded, making the longest of 
walks a breeze.
■■ Insulated top bait compartment
■■ Ergonomic harness with waist belt
■■ Removable rain cover
■■ Reinforced zipped base compartment
■■ Tackle box compatible front pocket
■■ Two ITM compatible external  
side pockets

■■ Dirt resistant EVA base

Key Features

■■ The Ruckbag is probably the most 
user-friendly rucksack available. Here 
are some of the specially designed 
features that make it easy to use.

■■ Top loading for instant access
■■ Ergonomic harness with chair 
attachment system

■■ Dirt resistant EVA base
■■ Comfortable straps
■■ Compatible with all Korum chairs
■■ Three external ITM compatible  
zipped pockets

■■ Two internal ITM compatible zipped 
pockets and two mesh pockets

maXI rIG board
The Maxi (Double) Rig Board allows 
storage of longer rigs - a feature not 
associated with normal rig boards. Your 
hooklength can be wound around the 
gently curving ends of the board and 
pinned in place. The Maxi Rig Board 
is double-sided for extra rig capacity. 
(Supplied with pins). 

maXI rIG storE
For the organised angler, especially 
those fishing for different species.
This plastic box will fit two rig boards 
or one maxi rig board (included). Total 
protection for the most important item 
of your terminal tackle.

rIG board
Moulded plastic and foam rig board 
supplied with pins. Takes up to 16 rigs. 
Up to three of these boards will fit in the 
Rig Manager. Spare pins also available.

4 compartmEnt boX
Keeps your hooks in perfect condition 
by preventing them rattling around your 
tackle box. 
Has a sealed magnetic base that 
reduces corrosion to the hooks and 
individual waterproof seal lids.

multI accEssorY boX
Ideal for safe storage of small accessory 
items like baiting needles, shot and leads. 

8 compartmEnt boX
Keeps your hooks in perfect condition 
by preventing them rattling around your 
tackle box. Has a sealed magnetic base 
that reduces corrosion to the hooks and 
individual waterproof seal lids.

spool boX
Moulded plastic box with waterproof 
seal. Fits most spools up to 10,000 size. 
Although originally designed for spools 
this box is ideal for storing leads etc.

Spool not included

rovInG baG
If you are dedicated roving angler, or just looking for the perfect bag 
to store your bait and terminal tackle, then this is the bag for you. 
Originally designed to take our barbel fishing kit, it soon became clear 
that this bag had far more uses. Now we use them for anything from 
carrying our pike gear when faced with a long walk along a Fen Drain, 
to floater fishing on Summer gravel pits, and even as a grab and go bag 
for short sessions on out local pools. Quite possibly our most useful 
bag yet!
■■ The perfect size for the roving angler
■■ 25 litre main compartment plus four external pockets
■■ Insulated top compartment
■■ Padded shoulder strap and carry handles
■■ EVA base
■■ ITM Compatible

50cm
width

30cm
depth 36

cm
 h

ei
gh

t

Itm tacKlE & baIt baG
■■ Padded Carry Handle
■■ Detachable Padded Shoulder Strap
■■ Two Padded Zipped Side Pockets
■■ Front Zipped Pocket
■■ Insulated Main Compartment  
Reinforced Base/Tackle 
Compartment

■■ ITM Tackle Box Compatible
56cm
width

38cm
depth 35

cm
 h

ei
gh

t
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Catching barbel is very rewarding. Ricky Teale reveals his 
method of making the most of short evening sessions – using 
a winning combination of hair rigs and pellets.

Most well know as a match 

angler, Ricky Teale often finds 

himself on the banks of the 

local river Severn after work – 

catching barbel on hair rigs.

"It's so simple to just get a 

few bits together and go for a 

short evening session," says 

Ricky "There's no way I would 

be able to take my match kit 

and grab an hours fishing in the 

evening – setting up would just 

take too long," he explains.

"This style of fishing allows 

me to havev a few hours after 

work," Ricky has also learnt how 

to get a rapid response. "Hair 

rigging with S-Pellets is one of 

the best ways to achieve perfect 

presentation." he says.

"It's not always about 

spending a lot of time on the 

bank" – with this style of fishing 

it's more to do with being 

efficient to make the most of your 

time on the bankside and Korum 

gear helps me to do this. 

1.	Ricky uses the high oil 

Sonu Baits S-Pellets, as 

they help to incite a rapid 

response with their added 

fish attractors.

2.	To mount on a hair rig 

carefully push the needle 

through the bait and 

mount in either singles or 

multiples.

3.	Slide your bait off the 

baiting needle, and onto the 

hair. Open out the hair.

4.	Ricky uses Korum pellet 

stops as the differing sizes 

enable him to alter baits 

from singles to doubles 

without changing his rig  

– perfect for short sessions.

5.	Slide the suitable sized 

pellet stop into the hair and 

slide the pellet back.

6.	The finished bait with the 

pellet stop hidden inside 

the pellet...ready to fish.
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short sessioN BarBelricKy teale

Session
Barbel

with Ricky Teale

Short
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chairs chairs

“Korum chairs provide  
a unique fishing platform 

that enables you to fish  
more effectively,” 

chris Ponsford

accEssorY chaIr
The award winning original Korum chair has been a huge success over the last  
few years, thanks to its patented design. Thanks to its independently adjustable 
legs, and accessory compatibility, the Korum chair is now the choice of thousands 
of anglers around the country,. It is particularly useful when used in combination 
with the Ruck Bag. 
■■  Adjustable back can be angled for maximum comfort
■■  Fully padded cover and aluminium frame for comfort
■■  Independently adjustable legs with full accessory compatibility
■■  Levelling mud feet and vertical legs give perfect positioning even on steep banks
■■  Supplied with free carry strap

accEssorY chaIr 
arm KIt

Lightweight additional arms for 
the Korum Chair Range. Fits all 
Korum Chairs past and present.

lIGhtwEIGht chaIr
Ideal for the mobile angler, the Lightweight chair is approximately 30% lighter than 
the original Korum chair, yet is still compatible with all Korum chair accessories. 
The fixed angle back and full width cover give superior comfort and the full 
aluminium frame incredible strength. When combined with the Korum Ruck Bag 
you have the perfect carry system for the roving angler who does not want to 
compromise on comfort or mobility.
■■ Full width cover and aluminium frame for comfort
■■ Independently adjustable legs with full 
accessory compatibility

■■ Levelling mud feet and vertical legs give 
perfect positioning even on steep banks

■■ Supplied with free carry strap

18
cm

 
he

ig
ht

90
cm

 h
ei

gh
tweighs 

4.5kg

dEluXE accEssorY chaIr
Top-of-the-range accessory chair, with an extra high 
padded back and exceptional level of padding that raises 
comfort to new levels, particularly useful for longer 
day sessions when comfort is the priority. Despite the 
added level of comfort, the Deluxe chair only weighs 
approximately one kilo more than the original chair, and is 
still fully compatible with the Ruck Bag carry system. 
■■ Extra high back for maximum comfort, also provides 
shelter from cold winds

■■ Adjustable back can be angled for maximum comfort
■■ Fully padded cover and aluminium frame
■■ Independently adjustable legs with full accessory 
compatibility

■■ Levelling mud feet and vertical legs give perfect 
positioning even on steep banks

■■ Supplied with free carry strap

weighs 
6kg

95
cm
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t

62cm
width

68cm
depth

20
cm

 
he

ig
ht

twIn-whEElEd trollEY
A super-strong twin-wheeled trolley that has been 
designed to make shifting your gear as easy as possible. 
Fitted with a wide load area and fitted with our own mud-
feet to maximise stability. The extra long handle creates 
increased leverage making this barrow easier to pull at 
the correct balance point for minimum fatigue.
The Korum Trolley has been designed to incorporate any 
of the Korum Accessory Chair range simply by locating 
the chair on the rear lugs and locking in place creating 
a larger load area. Whether you use it with or without a 
Korum Accessory Chair, our trolley takes the hassle out 
of moving.
■■  Compatible with Korum chairs  
and many seat boxes

■■  Reinforced frame
■■  Puncture proof wheels
■■  Adjustable handle
■■  Padded handles
■■  Adjustable height
■■  Can be fully dismantled

trollEY chaIr bunGEE
Two fully adjustable elasticated bungee cords with 
tough plastic hooks at both ends. Ideal for use with 
the Korum trolley wheel kit. 

sInGlE whEEl barrow

A clever barrow that despite its huge 
carrying capacity can be dismantled 
easily and stored in the back of the car. 
Where the Korum Barrow really scores 
though is when combined with the Korum 
Accessory chair and Ruckbag. Korum chairs 
fit perfectly on the back of the chassis without 
the need to fold the legs extending the deck 
area significantly. The front of the deck has been 
designed to perfectly fit the Ruckbag, giving 
access to all the pockets and main compartment 
without the need to unload your barrow.
■■  Large capacity single wheel barrow
■■  Easy fold design
■■ Balanced to make it easier to push
■■  Integral tackle carrier for added capacity
■■  Large pneumatic tyre 
■■  Non-slip padded grips
■■  Designed to work with Korum Accessory chairs and luggage

25
cm

 
he

ig
ht

66cm
width

80cm
depth

12
0c

m
 h
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t

weighs 
7kg

NEW
2010 NEW

2010
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chair accessories rod suPPort

“ the range of 
Korum rod rests 
that fit to the 
accessory chairs 
means i can 
fish effectively 
regardless of the 
venue or species 
i am targeting. 
i’d be lost  
without them,” 
ade Kiddell

“ an accessory 
for all types  
of fishing,”
Julian chidgey

doublE rod rIvEr trIpod
Made from lightweight aluminium, the Korum Double 
Rod River Tripod is a must for anglers who fish rivers 
and need to keep line out of the water. All legs are 
telescopic and can be independently adjusted to 
produce a very stable rest set-up. The whole rest unit 
folds flat for easy transport.
Comes with twin buzz bars and two Korum Butt Cups 
and Line Flow Rests.

Xt trIpod FEEdEr arm
The XT Tripod Feeder Arm provides enhanced stability, 
essential when using two-rod setups. The telescopic 
tilt and swivel mechanism allows for perfect rod 
positioning.
■■ Designed to fit Korum Accessory Chairs
■■ It will also fit many seat boxes.
■■ Complete with locking nut.

tElEscopIc FEEdEr arm
Essential for feeder fishing on many commercial 
fisheries where the bank is not bankstick-friendly. 
The Feeder Arm is telescopic and the tilt/swivel 
mechanism allows for perfect rod positioning.
■■ Designed to fit Korum Accessory Chairs but is also 
compatible with many seat boxes.

■■ Complete with locking nut.

anGlE arm
Enables accessories to be attached at the perfect 
position to the Korum Accessory Chairs giving a 
stable fixing. Use with a keepnet to keep it close 
to hand, or with an Angle-tilt rest for perfect rod 
alignment. Full pivot and swivel movement.
■■ Enables accessories to be positioned perfectly
■■ Full swivel and pivot movement
■■ Locking nut for perfect accessory alignment
■■ Ideal for use with keepnets
■■ Available in two sizes: Short and Long

Front accEssorY bar
Designed to place tackle in the perfect position in 
front of the angler, the Front Accessory Bar is perfect 
for float fishing, when you need everything close to 
hand. Thanks to the swiveling chair attachment, the 
Accessory Bar can be positioned at the perfect angle 
every time, and thanks to the telescopic front leg, it 
produces a rock-solid set-up. Length 50cm.

cool baG and accEssorY hoop
This unique insulated cool bag has been specifically 
designed for use with all Korum chairs and Korum bait 
boxes. Ideal for keeping delicate baits in top condition.
■■ Attaches to all Korum chairs
■■ Foil insulation with wipe clean lining
■■ Full zip opening
■■ Compatible with all Korum bait boxes 

unIvErsal arm
Enables threaded accessories to be moved away 
from the legs and angled. Extremely useful for rod 
positioning when using the buzzer bars.  
Complete with locking nut.

accEssorY t-bar
Allows two chair accessories to be attached to one 
chair leg, putting two accessories close to hand. 
Maximises the potential of your angling station, 
making your chair more efficient.
Used in conjunction with a feeder arm and butt rest it 
can be used to maximise adjustability.

polE crooK
Designed to offer hands-free pole fishing on all Korum 
Accessory chairs. Simply balance the butt off the pole 
under the crook when catapulting out bait, or leave the 
pole resting on your knee until you strike.

butt rEst 
wIth arm
Designed to hold the rod 
butt whether fishing either 
horizontally or vertically 
(due to the moulded lip 
on the rest). The arm 
fits directly on the chair. 
Complete with locking nut.

brollY arm
Perfect for commercial fisheries when fishing  
on a solid base. The Brolly Arm will also accept a 
standard bankstick.

GroundbaIt bowl and hoop
Collapsible nylon ground bait bowl complete with lid, 
mounted on a frame to attach to any Korum chair.

sIdE traYs – small and standard
Attaches to Korum Accessory Chairs to  
keeping your tackle and bait organized and  
close at hand.
■■ Fully adjustable angle attachment
■■ Wipe clean surface
■■ Standard Dimensions 38cm x 22cm
■■ Small Dimensions 34cm x 25cm

doublE 
butt rEst
Designed to hold two 
rods either horizontally 
or vertically the correct 
distance from your 
Accessory chair. Ultra 
stable design, supplied 
with twin butt rests.

spacEr bar
Allows the angler to maintain maximum chair leg 
height whilst still using accessories.

unIvErsal arm

spacEr bar

Xt trIpod 
FEEdEr arm

accEssorY t-bar

butt rEsts

brollY arm

cool baG and 
accEssorY hoop

GroundbaIt 
bowl and hoop

sIdE traYs
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rod holdallsKorum luggage

Korum Total Protection rod holdalls 
have the following features:

Internal ‘hardwall’ construction

The Total Protection Holdall  
features a large shelter pocket

Zipped bankstick pocket

Extra padded carry strap

total protEctIon holdalls
Lightweight rod holdalls have traditionally meant 
compromising on rod protection; until now. The Total 
Protection range gives full security for your prized rods 
and reels in the minimum of space, thanks to their 
hardwall construction, with outer pockets to carry 
landing net, umbrella, and banksticks.  
A truly revolutionary design that epitomizes the  
no-compromise thinking behind the Korum range. 
For the angler looking to trim as much weight as 
possible the Compact 2-rod Total Protection holdall 
really fits the bill, giving maximum protection for 
minimum size. 
■■ Complete rod protection, thanks to the hardwall 
contruction

■■ Individual zipped rod compartments
■■ Designed to take most Big Pit reels
■■ Large external shelter / umbrella pocket
■■ Zipped bankstick / pod pocket
■■ Reinforced armoured EVA base
■■ Padded carry handle for maximum comfort

3-Rod Holdall

45cm
width

35cm
depth

19
0c

m
 h

ei
gh

t

Compact 2-Rod Holdall

45cm
width

30cm
depth

19
0c

m
 h
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gh

t

total protEctIon 2-rod QuIvEr
The innovative design of the Total Protection Quiver 
is not a traditional quiver, but fulfils the criteria of an 
ultra compact carrying system. Unlike normal quivers 
this offers unrivalled levels of protection. Utilising 
our ‘Hardwall’ construction, to provide a stiffened 
protected main rod sleeve and extra reel protection, 
the top loading design minimises the chance of line 
damage. A quiver system where you can walk past 
bushes etc with no fear of damaging rod, reel or line. 
■■  Stiffened protected main rod sleeve, fully divided 
for two rods

■■ Hardwall construction
■■  Stiffened and padded protection for reels
■■  Designed to provide perfect carrying balance
■■  Separate zipped pockets for bankstick/landing  
net carrying

■■  Reinforced pockets and EVA base
■■ Top loading umbrella pouch

2-Rod Quiver

35cm
width

25cm
depth

19
0c

m
 h
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gh

t

Whether you are looking for the ultimate 
in total Protection, or a lightweight system 
for carrying made-up rods Korum has the 
answer. our range of holdalls and Quivers 
make carrying your prized rods simple 
and with a full range of compatible tip 
protectors, rod sleeves and bands, we offer 
the total solution.

baIt and bIts baGs
One of the most useful items of luggage ever. Ideal 
for stalking and floater fishing, when you want all your 
bait and tackle in one easy to use bag. The wipe clean 
lining is ideal for storing groundbait, boilies, pots of 
paste or even deadbaits, whilst the front zip pocket is 
ideal for tackle. 
■■ Padded detachable shoulder strap and carry handles
■■ Wipe clean lining
■■ Front zipped pocket
■■ Rear zipped tackle pocket (large version)
■■ Rubberised base

36cm
width

21cm
depth

36
cm

 h
ei

gh
t

Standard Bait and Bits Bag

40cm
width

24cm
depth

40
cm

 h
ei

gh
t

Large Bait and Bits Bag

allroundEr nEt baG carrYall
Large enough to take all of your bait boxes, tackle and 
Korum chair accessories in the main compartment 
and with separate side pockets for your keepnet and 
unhooking mat, this is a seriously useful bag.
■■ Extra large main compartment for  
bait and accessories

■■ Keepnet pocket with volume adjuster strap
■■ Zipped unhooking mat pocket
■■ Two external gear pockets
■■ Reinforced base
■■ Padded carry strap and handles
■■ Extra strong zips throughout

62cm
width

40cm
depth

38
cm

 h
ei

gh
t

External Dimensions

Keepnet not supplied

chaIr & nEt baG
Designed to transport chair and nets in an easy to 
manage bag. Chairs fit sideways increasing ground 
clearance and making them easier to carry. Front 
pocket is large enough for landing nets, keepnets and 
unhooking mats.
■■ Takes care of awkward chairs, nets and mats
■■ Three-sided zip for easy loading
■■ External net and mat pocket
■■ Padded shoulder strap and carrying handles
■■  Standard size fits Lightweight Korum chair, 
Accessory chair and many others

82cm
width

22cm
depth

70
cm

 h
ei

gh
t

Keepnet & chair not supplied

Eva pouchEs
Armoured EVA material is ideal for protecting 
heavy or delicate tackle, such as leads, feeders, 
bite alarms and even compact cameras.  
Three-quarter zip opening and fold-back lid.

Standard EVA Pouch

16cm
width

12cm
depth

9c
m

 h
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t

Large EVA Pouch

16cm
width

16cm
depth

9c
m

 h
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t

GroundbaIt bowls

Available in two sizes, our groundbait bowls 
feature zip tops, so that you can keep your 
bait fresh and can move easily between 
swims, thanks to the padded carry handles. 
■■ Large sizes
■■ Zipped lids to keep bait fresh
■■ Wipe clean removable lining
■■ Rubberised base

20cm
width 20

cm
 h

ei
gh

t

Standard Groundbait Bowl

35cm
width 20

cm
 h

ei
gh

t

Large Groundbait Bowl

Bait not supplied

NEW
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The new Korum Insider rod holdalls 
have the following great features:

rod holdalls

“i rate the Korum 
quivers as 
the strongest 
lightweight rod 
transport systems 
on the market 
and use them 
for 100% of my 
fishing in the uK,”
stuart Jupp

12Ft rod slEEvE
Designed to fit our Quivers and Insider holdalls, the Rod Sleeve 
provides significantly improved protection compared to carrying 
‘bare’ rods. Our unique strap system ensures that the sleeves lock 
securely to your quiver or holdall with the minimum of movement.

2-rod QuIvEr
The ultimate in ultra light luggage for the mobile angler. 
Designed to carry two rods, along with a shelter, 
landing net and banksticks. Ideal for the river specialist, 
or the angler looking to keep on the move.
■■  Designed for the mobile angler
■■  Takes two rods
■■  Large main compartment for umbrella or shelter 
with draw-string closure

■■  Separate external pockets for landing net and 
banksticks

■■  Adjustable deluxe padded carry strap and handle
■■  Armoured reinforced base

tIp/butt protEctor
■■  Shaped protectors for rod butts and tips
■■  Provides protection for delicate rod tips
■■  Neoprene and nylon construction with  
draw-string closure

5-rod QuIvEr
Built using the same philosophy as the 2-Rod Quiver, 
but with added capacity to take up to five rods 
and larger overnight shelters. Ideal for the carp or 
specialist angler who wants to go fully equipped! 
■■  Five rod capacity
■■  Large main shelter pocket with drawstring closure
■■  Ambidextrous, adjustable shoulder 
strap and handle with deluxe padding

■■  Zipped mesh quick-dry landing net pocket
■■  External pod and bankstick pockets

25cm
width

15cm
depth

10
0c

m
 h

ei
gh

t

35cm
width

15cm
depth

10
0c

m
 h
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gh

t

rod and lEad bands
■■  Designed to keep rod sections together in transit
■■  Neoprene construction with Velcro closure
■■  Two per pack

35cm
width

3cm
depth

180cm height

InsIdEr 2-rod holdall
The new Insider holdalls are a significant improvement 
on the traditional holdall. On the inside two rods can 
be carried ready-rigged in their own fully-padded 
compartments, along with up to three further rods 
with or without tubes, or a pole. On the outside you 
can attach a two further rods if required, giving a total 
capacity of up to seven rods! Cavernous outer pockets 
take our largest umbrellas, landing nets and banksticks 
with ease.
The angler with a smaller car will really appreciate the 
160cm Insider Holdall. Designed for three-piece rods, 
but will still take two-piece rods on the outside, giving 
the best of both worlds.
■■  Designed to carry two made-up rods and three spares
■■  External attachment for two rod sleeves (not 
supplied)

■■  Fully padded rod and reel protection
■■  Full perimeter extra strong zip
■■  External umbrella pocket
■■  External bankstick pocket
■■  Internal quivertip / landing net handle pocket
■■  Volume adjuster straps
■■  Padded carry strap and handles

40cm
width

35cm
depth

16
0c

m
 h

ei
gh

t
2-Rod Holdall 160cm

40cm
width

35cm
depth

18
0c

m
 h
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t

2-Rod Holdall 180cm

allroundEr holdall
Designed for the huge number of anglers who do 
not carry their rods made up, but who are looking for 
the protection of a padded holdall without the bulk. 
Carrying up to five rods, the Allrounder holdall will 
carry a huge amount of gear in full security.
■■  Carries up to five rods
■■  Padded protection to keep rods safe
■■  Internal quiver tip pocket
■■  External pockets for umbrella / landing net and 
banksticks / pod

■■  Adjustable padded shoulder strap and carry handle

30cm
width

25cm
depth

18
0c

m
 h

ei
gh

t
Internal webbing rod retainers 
that are also large enough to 
accommodate rod tubes

Heavily padded internal 
dividers

Extra strong 
shoulder strap

Padded handle

NEW
2010



duNcaN charmaN feature

I have a passion for float 

fishing. It started when I was 

in my teens as an eager match 

angler trying to perfect a skill 

in order to keep up with the 

ever-increasing effectiveness of 

the feeder. In those early days, 

when competitiveness was at 

its height, I needed every edge 

available and although the 

Stillwater Blue and Onion floats 

that were commonly used were 

good, it was the introduction 

of loaded crystal wagglers that 

changed my fishing totally.

The bream shoals that were 

located further out became 

accessible with these floats, 

and the need to become a good 

feeder angler never materialised.

The two most important 

factors when it comes to fishing 

the waggler is balancing your 

tackle and regulating your 

feed. Patience is also needed, 

however this comes with 

experience as a seemingly dead 

swim slowly comes to life and 

by the end of the day your arm 

aches from non-stop action!

Comfort is Key
Let’s start with the basics. 

Being comfortable and keeping 

items of kit and bait to hand 

is the key to fishing effectively 

with the waggler, and the use 

of a Korum Accessory Chair 

is the ideal base to fish from. 

The legs are designed to allow 

easy fitting of a selection of 

accessories such as side trays, 

which will keep your bait and 

tackle organised. I also attach 

a Korum Telescopic Feeder 

Arm and Butt Rest, so that I 

can easily place my rod down 

whilst feeding. I rarely use a 

keepnet, but if allowed I can 

easily attach my 3m Korum 

Keepnet to the chair using a 

variety of arms designed to 

make my fishing easy. And if 

it rains, where there’s even a 

Brolly Arm to allow an umbrella 

to be attached. 

All my accessories are 

kept within a Korum Maxi Rig 

Manager that fits perfectly 

into my Ruckbag, which also 

carries everything else needed 

– including my chair when 

moving swims. 

Having organised my position, 

it’s then time to setup my 13ft 

Korum Precision Power Float 

rod. This rod is perfect for 

waggler fishing with specimen 

tench and roach in mind, as it 

has a progressive action and 

is extremely thin, which allows 

for effortless casting as well as 

leaving enough in reserve to 

easily tame any bonus carp. 

To the rod I attach a Korum 

KXi Freespin 50 Reel loaded 

with 4lb mainline. Good line lay 

on the reel is paramount when 

it comes to casting, and with a 

silky smooth clutch allowing for 

complete control when playing a 

fish, this reel is perfect. 

With silver fish in mind and 

not having to cast as far as I 

would normally need for tench, 

I’ll usually start with a Preston 

Innovations Inserted Peacock 

Waggler – great for fishing on 

the drop and delicate enough 

to show my dropper shot 

registering as they fall  

Top UK specimen hunter Duncan Charman, 
tells you how to make the most of waggler 
fishing.

Name: Duncan Charman
BacKgrouNd: Duncan Charman is a renowned big fish angler with 
numerous monster fish to his name. Regardless of the species or angling 
technique, Duncan is a truly versatile fisherman. A true all-rounder, who is a 
regular face in all good coarse fishing magazines.
toP tiP: Duncan is a firm believer in remaining mobile when fishing, so try 
to trim your gear down as much as possible so you can fish more swims every 
time you go. This approach has helped Duncan catch numerous big fish over 
the years, and he puts a lot of faith in this mentality.
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duNcaN charmaN feature

“����Nectemquid�eles�endusae�pelia�volorioreped�quae�
voloriae�nestis�duntiatem�eliciatia�dendiam�ipis�
verererum�que�laut�doluptae�nobitin�nonsenissum.”

TIP IN HERE

 through the water 

column searching out every 

inch of my swim.

The waggler is locked in 

position with the bulk of the 

shot. I then tie on a hooklink 

made from a lesser breaking 

strain than that of the mainline. 

My first choice is Preston 

Innovations’ Powerline and 

today I’ve decided to use a 

strain of 3lb 6oz. The hooklength 

is 12ins and to this a size 18 

Korum S4 is attached. 

Search the Swim
The depth of your swim needs 

to be found and the best way 

to do this is to attach a large 

shot directly onto your hook 

before adding the dropper shot. 

Cast out and you will be able to 

watch as this large shot either 

sinks the float or leaves the float 

cocked by the bulk shot. Using a 

large shot on the hook not only 

allows precision accuracy when 

plumbing the depth, but it also 

doesn’t disturb the swim like a 

bigger plummet will do.

Having my base station set 

and with the rod set up, all that 

is left to do is arrange my other 

items of kit such as landing net, 

unhooking mat as well as picking 

up one of the most important 

items of kit – a catapult.

Waggler fishing needs 

discipline and patience when 

it comes to feeding, as in most 

cases it will take time to get 

the fish intercepting your bait 

as it drops through the water. 

One of the best combinations 

for catching specimen roach 

is hemp and casters, however 

when introducing these don’t 

place both into a catapult and 

fire out, as one will fly further 

than the other. It’s important 

that you feed sparingly and on 

a regular basis and if you are on 

a small commercial water, then 

it will help if you have the wind 

coming from behind. 

A good starting point for 

me is placing 10 casters into 

the catapult and sending them 

out around five-rod lengths, 

followed by a few grains of 

hemp. Next, I cast the waggler 

into position, sink my line and 

watch as the droppers register 

on the float. 

Once the bait hits the bottom, 

the float cocks correctly. If 

for any reason the float acts 

strangely, then strike, as it’s 

almost certainly a fish taking on 

the drop. 

It will only takes a matter of 

seconds for the bait to hit the 

bottom and once reached I will 

send out some more casters 

and hemp before retrieving the 

float, checking the bait, feeding 

again and casting. 

Patience is a Virtue 
Never get impatient and 

decide to catapult lots of bait 

out at one time then sit and 

expect the float to disappear. 

This method isn’t for the lazy, 

but is designed to keep a 

constant flow of bait through 

the depths of your swim, 

attracting fish from all around 

and eventually tempting them 

into feeding. 

It may only take a few casts 

before the float slides out of 

view as a fish intercepts the bait 

on the drop. It’s often that the 

first fish to start feeding are the 

smaller ones but just getting 

these to feed will attract larger 

fish and the hemp and casters 

that have found their way to 

the bottom will later in the day 

reward me with hopefully a 

bonus carp or two. 

Every angler feeds differently, 

but I always feed first and then 

cast, as the other way round will 

see my bait falling on its own 

followed by my feed. In theory, 

what you are trying to do is 

mimic the loose feed, making it 

act as closely to the real thing as 

possible and for it to fall enticingly 

within your free offerings. 

I consider fishing the waggler 

an art, however it’s so simple 

and devastatingly effective at 

any time of the year for a variety 

of species that I’m surprised 

more people don’t use it. 

What’s more, you can even 

have a 2.75lb carp rod out on 

separate banksticks with a 

bite alarm, to alert you to more 

bonus carp that may be present 

in the venue.

If you’re going to give the 

waggler method a go, then 

follow my steps carefully, make 

sure you plumb the depth 

correctly and keep casting and 

feeding. Eventually, the float will 

begin to disappear and the fish 

will come to your net. 

Remember, the more you 

work your swim, the more you 

will catch, and when you return 

home after a day’s bagging 

up, you’ll feel that all important 

element of achievement and 

satisfaction that comes with 

every Red Letter Day. 

“eventually, 
the float will 
disappear 
and the fish 
will come to 
your net.”
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Korum fishcareKorum fishcare

“ fish care is now an essential part 
of coarse fishing. i always carry 
an unhooking mat and use it for 
all captures,”
duncan charman

mat baG
Designed to carry your landing net / keepnet in an easy 
to carry bag that, once at your destination, transforms 
into a large unhooking mat with raised sides and full 
zip for total fish safety.
■■ Raised fish retaining sides
■■ Heavy duty zip
■■ Pegging points
■■ Padded shoulder strap
■■ Reinforced carry handles

External Dimensions: L90cm X W55cm
Large 90cm X 55cm unhooking mat

Store nets inside 
the mat bag.

Perfect for use 
on hard banks

unhooKInG mats
These essential items of tackle for the modern angler 
have been designed to offer maximum fish protection. 
Constructed using a closed cell high-density foam 
that stops stones and sticks from poking through and 
into the fish, these mats roll up to a small size without 
being too bulky.
■■  Closed cell high density foam for maximum  
fish protection

■■  Fish retaining head cover to keep fish calm
■■  Kneeling pad for extra comfort
■■  Pegging points to keep mat in place

wEIGh slInGs
A design classic, the Korum sling holds fish centrally, 
giving full support whatever the size. The fish-friendly, 
wipe clean lining does not remove protective slime, 
ensuring fish welfare. Extra strong carry/weigh 
handles are flag stitched for maximum strength. 
■■ Smooth fish-friendly lining
■■ Extra strong 600D outer material
■■ Extra strong carry handles
■■ Supplied in Velcro carry bag
■■ Large size – 85cm x 50cm, XL Size - 108cm x 64cm

carp sacK
Suitable for carp and other large bodied fish,  
these sacks have been designed to minimize  
fish-handling, as they incorporate a full zip closure  
and weighing handles. 
■■ Scalloped fish-friendly shape
■■ Micro-porous quick-dry mesh
■■ Hi-viz floating cord
■■ Extra strong zip
■■ Escape proof zip clip
■■ Carry/weigh handles

The multi-mat can be 
used to transport gear

multI-mat
Does three jobs in one! The multimat is a combined 
unhooking mat, weight sling and carry bag. Ideal 
for the mobile angler. Large high density padded 
unhooking mat with ‘stay-open’ raised sides that stop 
fish sliding off the mat. Simply load up and you have an 
efficient carry bag when moving between swims. 
■■ Raised fish retaining sides
■■ Mesh easy drain panels
■■ Clip closure
■■ Padded shoulder strap
■■ Reinforced carry / weigh handles

External Dimensions: L85cm x W40cm x D18cm
Large 85cm x 40cm unhooking mat

Mat bag in use.
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Unsure�which�shelter�best�suits�your�fishing?��
Read�on�for�Team�Korum’s�tips�on�making��
the�right�choice...

Choosing the right shelter for your 

fishing can make a huge difference to how 

efficiently you’re able to pursue your quarry. 

If you’re chasing really big fish on a large, 

open water you may need more stability 

and coverage than if you’re fishing smaller 

commercial venues with lots of cover. In 

either circumstance, you also need to carry 

your chosen shelter around with you, which 

can often be the deciding choice. 

Here at Korum, we’ve worked hard to 

develop a range of angling shelters to 

cover a multitude of fishing situations. 

Take the innovative Day Session Shelter. 

This extremely lightweight shelter utilises a 

pramhood-style system that makes it very 

easy and quick to setup. Many anglers prefer 

this style of shelter for longer sessions, or 

on very windy days where a standard brolly 

system can suffer from buffering.

Korum also produce three styles 

of umbrella, to suit different angler’s 

requirements. From a standard 50” umbrella 

to a new fibreglass version that is much 

lighter and offers slightly more coverage. 

Then, of course, there is the Stormshield 

Umbrella, which has in-built wings to provide 

improved coverage from the elements. So 

don’t get caught out by the weather this year, 

get a Korum shelter and make fishing easy.  

“ Why miss out on valuable 
fishing time? treat yourself  
to a Korum shelter,” 
 stuart Jupp
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choosiNg the right shelter Brollies

daY sEssIon shEltEr II
With more coverage and stability than an umbrella, 
the Day Session Shelter provides a lightweight and 
easy to transport alternative. Extremely light and easy 
to set up, the Day Session Shelter is large enough to 
accommodate two anglers in comfort, or even for the 
occasional over-nighter for one, simply by releasing 
the tension strap to increase the internal width 
enough for a bedchair.
■■  Light weight aluminium elasticated frame
■■  Waterproof cover with heat taped seams
■■  Front elasticated storm flap to increase  
protection from driving rain

■■  Rain gutter prevents water dripping off the  
front of the shelter

■■  Metal pegging points
■■  Supplied with tension strap and adjustable  
tension bars

■■  Packs into supplied stuff bag
■■  Supplied with heavy duty pegs

2.6m width

1.
6m
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1.
5m

 d
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stormshIEld umbrElla
Providing considerably more protection than a 
conventional umbrella, with an up-rated frame 
and the same high-strength cover material 
as the Day Session Shelter, the Stormshield 
Umbrella is ideal for the angler looking for an 
umbrella that will suit them all year around. 
With the built-in side wings, which can be 
clipped out of the way when not required, 
the Stormshield Umbrella gives considerably 
greater side protection from wind and rain than 
a conventional umbrella, keeping angler and 
tackle out of the elements. 
■■ Upgraded heavy-duty frame
■■ Waterproof extra strong cover material
■■ Nubrolli 
■■ Supplied with swivel storm caps  
and storm rods

■■ Elasticated, twin position pegging points
■■ Supplied with heavy duty pegs

50" umbrElla
Ideal for the roving angler, our tough 
50” umbrella features a Nubrolli style 
central pole, meaning that it can be 
fixed right back tight to the cover, giving 
maximum space underneath. 

■■ 50 inch Nubrolli style umbrella

■■ Waterproof 210D nylon cover with 

taped seams 

■■ Rear pegging points and supplied 

with two pegs

■■ Supplied in a protective sleeve

FIbrEGlass 50" 
umbrElla
Utilising a 7.9mm fiberglass frame that 
is not only lighter but stronger than 
the equivalent steel frame, the Korum 
Fibreglass Umbrella has been designed 
to offer exceptional protection with no 
weight penalty. Fitted with a heavy-
duty 210D Oxford Nylon cover that has 
been fully taped sealed and has been 
reinforced at all potential wear points. 

■■ 50 inch coverage
■■ Weight 3kg
■■ Extra strong, yet lightweight 7.9mm 
fibreglass frame

■■ Extra strong 210D Oxford nylon  
cover with taped seams

■■ Nubrolli style pole and  
adjustable spike

■■ Metal pegging points
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chris PoNsford feature

I’ve often believed that the 

best way to fish is with a smile 

on your face, and whilst it isn’t 

always just about catching, it 

doesn’t half help you enjoy the 

trip! For me, the most enjoyable 

style of fishing is watching 

a quivertip, especially when 

there’s the potential of a really 

big fish sending it sweeping 

around. Whether it’s barbel 

fishing on the river, waiting for a 

clonking great bream or hoping 

to bag a few carp, you cannot 

beat waiting for the rod to fly 

around into battle mode.

And one of my favourite ways 

to really enjoy this type of fishing 

is with a Method feeder. Now 

this style is very different to 

standard feeder fishing, as the 

bait you use is more bespoke 

and so is the tackle. Especially 

if, like me, you like to do a spot 

of carping on the Method!

This tactic works up and 

down the country week after 

week on commercial venues 

and is simply too good to ignore. 

In this feature, I’d like to explain 

the type of things you need for 

this fishing, and how best to fish 

it to get the results you’re after.

Beefing Up
In my opinion, you need a 

bit of backbone in the rod you 

choose for Method feeder 

fishing. Not only does it involve 

regular casting of quite a heavy 

payload, but you also need to be 

able to tame any 20lb carp that 

might be lurking around, without 

being too over-gunned for the 

smaller single figure fish or the 

odd bream. For me, the perfect 

rod for this is the 1.5lb Korum 

Multi-Feeder rod in the Precision 

range. If going for bigger fish, 

I’ll use the 2lb Specimen rods 

on bite alarms, or the Twin Tip 

Neoterics with the 2.2lb top. The 

Neoterics are particular good 

when fishing at longer range, or 

when it’s windy and you need to 

punch out heavier feeders.

Your line needs to be around 

the 8lb mark, and your hooklink 

around the same. I will often use 

the Korum reay-tied hair rigs 

which have a size 10 hook and 

10lb line - the short 4ins version 

are perfect for this type of fishing 

and a full packet should see you 

through a good day’s fishing.

Then, of course, you need 

some good Method feeders. 

The Korum ones are excellent, 

but those available with Method 

moulds are also very useful. I 

prefer the flatbed type, as you 

can place your hookbait in 

the feed itself, and know it will 

always be presented at the top 

of the feed.

It’s also important to 

have a good fishing station 

when fishing the quiver tip. 

A Telescopic Feeder Arm 

branching from one of the 

Korum Accessory Chairs is 

a good starting point, as is a 

sidetray, but always remember 

to keep everything nearby 

so you don’t need to move 

around unnecessarily. 

Another important item of 

tackle is an unhooking mat, for 

unhooking bigger carp. I use the 

new Mat Bag, as I can store my 

weigh sling and scales inside. 

You’ll also need a good sized 

specimen landing net for those 

big fish!

Bait Preparation
There are a number of 

commercially available Method 

mixes, and I choose those in 

the Sonubaits range. These 

groundbaits stick to the feeder 

brilliantly, and are perfect for this 

approach. Another favourite of 

mine are softened 2mm pellets. 

These will stick to the feeder 

really well and with something 

like an 8mm boilie of grain of 

sweetcorn on the hair will work 

all day at just about every venue.

Always mix your bait well in 

a bowl or groundbait bucket 

using lakewater, as this makes 

it more acceptable to the often 

very fussy carp! Add water a 

little at a time to get the required 

consistency. Remember, you 

can put it in but you can’t take 

it out!

I also take a selection of 

hookbait with me for Method 

feeder fishing, as carp will 

usually have some type of 

preference. Pellets are a good 

starting point, but mini boilies 

also work brilliantly. 

Are you making the most of the Method feeder?  
Chris Ponsford is, and he believes you too can enjoy 
big bags of fish using this superb summer tactic.

"for me, the perfect rod for this is the 
1.5lb Korum multi-feeder rod"

Name: Chris Ponsford
BacKgrouNd: Chris Ponsford is one of coarse fishing’s biggest 
personalities. He always fishes with a spring in his step and loves targeting all 
manner of different species. Considered a real river fishing expert, Chris is also 
an accomplished angling guide.
toP tiP: Chris firmly believes that researching a venue is of utmost 
importance before you go fishing. Try and find out where the hot swims are, and 
ask loads of questions about which baits are most effective. That way, you’ll 
know exactly how to target the water to catch plenty of good fish.
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“Throughout�the�session,�keep�your�eyes�fixed��
on�the�rod�tip�for�line�bites�and�signs�of�fish��
bumping�into�the�feeder.”

Keep Them Coming
The best tactic when 

Method fishing is to recast on 

a regular basis and build up an 

area of bait. Pick a marker on 

the far bank as somewhere to 

keep casting too, and try to fish 

the same distance out on each 

cast. Using a line clip can help 

with this, especially if you’re 

fishing close to an island.

Throughout the session, 

keep your eyes fixed on the 

tip for line bites and signs of 

fish bumping into the feeder. 

Sometimes if the carp aren’t 

swimming around, you’ll 

be getting indications from 

tench, bream or even F1s. 

In these situations, switch 

over to a smaller hookbait, 

or a couple of maggots, and 

you’ll continue catching fish 

whatever the species.

So there you have it. A really 

simple, easy guide to Method 

feeder fishing. 

Give it a try and I’m sure 

you’ll bag up with plenty of 

really big fish. 

Chris likes to use Quickstop Hair Rigs in 

conjunction with Korum Method Feeders 

for most of his Method fishing.  

“It’s just so much quicker and easier using 

ready-tied rigs,” he says.

1.	Chris prefers moistened pellets for the 

Method, mixed with a small amount 

of groundbait. He has soaked 2mm 

pellets for two minutes to get the 

perfect consistency.

2.	Start by placing the Method feeder 

into the pellets, and give it a squeeze 

against the palm of your hand. The 

lead will ensure the feeder always 

lands the right way up.

Loading a Method Feeder

3.	Create a double tiered feeder by taking 

the hooklink and bait and using more 

of the bait mixture to disguise the rig 

within the existing moulded pellets. It’s 

a great tip that helps get more bites.

4.	Give it a good old squeeze to make 

sure all of the bait is compact against 

the feeder. This will stop any bait 

dropping off the feeder on the cast, 

helping you be more accurate.

5.	The finished Method feeder. You can 

see the hookbait slightly hidden by 

the pellets, but once the bait starts 

to break down, it will be revealed and 

taken readily by carp.Regular recasting will bring more fish to your swim

You’ll catch plenty of carp like this one on the Method.
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Korum Bite iNdicatorrod suPPort

scrEw poInt 
banKstIcKs
Oversized auger points that effortlessly 
cut into even the hardest bank. 
Oversized cam for strength. Made from 
high grade aluminium for maximum 
strength to weight.

banKstIcKs
All of the models are telescopic and 
finished in matt black to a high standard. 
The shaped points make driving into 
hard ground easy.

Xt banKstIcKs
All of the models are telescopic and 
finished in matt black to a high standard. 
The shaped points make driving into 
hard ground easy.

KbI bItE alarm
Korum’s first alarm features a compact design, yet still offers the ultimate in 
rugged performance. Over twelve months in development and testing, the KBI 
alarm offers unrivalled battery life, thanks to the readily available 9-volt PP3 
battery. We even supply each alarm with a free battery, to get you fishing straight 
from the box! 
The extra loud speaker with adjustable volume has been designed to offer a wide 
range of control to alert you to a bite, whist the blue super-bright LED features a 
twenty second flashing alert feature. 
There is also a free alarm cover with every alarm.
■■ Compact design
■■ Digital electronics, resin coated for maximum reliability
■■ Simple push button on/off and volume controls
■■ High output speaker
■■ Sensitive bite indication
■■ 20 second latching high intensity blue LED
■■ Betalight recess
■■ Adjustable locking nut and compression washer for perfect alignment
■■ Supplied with rubberized cover
■■ Supplied with PP3 battery

Depth 40mm
Width 45mm

Height 100mm

QuIcK rElEasE cam
■■ Instantly remove threaded 
accessories

■■ Extra strong lever-lock design with 
locating groove

■■ Long-life metal threads
■■ Ideal for rod rest heads, bite alarms, 
keepnets and storm poles

v rEst
Simple classic design supplied in pairs. 
Provides excellent stability and line flow 
when used in conjunction with free 
spool reels. Complete with locking nuts. 

tIlt rEst
Simple design combined with our 
exclusive tilt mechanism make this 
the perfect rest to use with the Korum 
feeder arms. The deep V allows use 
with free spool reels whilst preventing 
the rod from being pulled out of the rest. 
Complete with locking nut.

Y rEst
A wider and deeper version of our 
popular V rest for easier rod location 
in low light conditions. Prevents rods 
blowing out due to wind or the rod 
being pulled from the rest on the bite. 
The deep line drop allows the use of 
free spool systems. Complete with 
locking nuts.

anGlE tIlt 
wEathErbEatEr rEst
Featuring a narrow rod groove to stop 
the rod being blown out, combined with 
a deep line groove to enable the use of 
free spool systems and our exclusive 
angle tilt mechanism. 

butt rEst
Now available separately for use 
with multi rod set-ups or for use with 
banksticks. Complete with locking nut.

anGlE tIlt 
sIdEstrIKE rEst
Perfect for use when quivertipping, 
also features our exclusive angle tilt 
mechanism and a deep line groove. 

corK handlE butt rEst
Adjustable tension suitable for cork 
handles and large diameter abbreviated 
rod butts. Supplied in pairs. 

rEar u rEst
Supplied in pairs. High grip design 
is adjustable for use with cork or 
abbreviated handles. Essential where 
violent takes are expected. Complete 
with locking nuts. 

lInE Flow rEst
Steep-sided to hold rods against the 
wind, with a deep line groove so free 
spool mechanisms can still be used.

butt cup
Ideal for fishing with rods held high to 
keep line off the water. 

sIdEstrIKE rEst
Ideal when quivertipping and a 
sideways sweep is required. 

locKInG nut
The simple solution to tightening rod 
rests and buzzer bars in the correct 
position.

The KBI Alarm is ready to 
go straight from the box, 
thanks to these features.

KEY FEaturEs

Adjustable locking nut and 
compression washer

Supplied with a full 
size PP3 battery

Rubberized cover for 
protection In transit

Simple push button controls

twIn rod buZZ bar
Features the Fix Angle locking device 
enabling the bar to be set and secured 
at precisely the angle required. 
Complete with locking nut.
Available in standard and extra large.

“ the Korum bite alarm 
is a superb bit of kit 
that’s perfect for all my 
specimen fishing needs,”
ade Kiddell
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